
114 YOUR BABY 

H
e was in the bathroom. 
I was on our bed 
inspecting our marriage. 
Lists of pros and cons 
tabulating in my mind. 

My eyes wandered across the bedroom 
and fell on the chair sitting in the corner. 
That’s when the stream of data stopped. 
That chair. That gift from my husband 
marked the moment I knew everything 
was going to be alright. 

Isn’t it funny how gifts go through 
an evolution of love themselves. From 
the generic flowers that don’t last to the 
chocolates that unfortunately do (on you). 
Then come the hit and miss stream of 
gifts. The purple silk shirt that is personal 
but not quite you, to the ones that reveal 
aspects of you, you didn’t even know 
you had shared.  Then after the “I DO” 
moment the gifts change and become 
verbs – the shared breakfast in bed, the 
foot rubs, running each other a bath. And 
after the first baby, like a tap in the Eastern 
Cape, the gifts dry up. The verbs become 
nouns, dusty, growing cobwebs. The idea 
of them curled up in the corner.

reflections on motherhood

Our daughter came into our life like 
a blazing comet that shook every single 
aspect of our relationship to the core. Her 
arrival spring cleaned our souls. She shook 
us every which way and once the dust 
settled along with our minds, we slowly 
searched for the puzzle pieces of our 
scattered life. We picked the ones we could 
find, made some more, improvised, fought 
over the ones he wanted to include and I 
no longer wanted to. This took time. All 
while our daughter grew and loved us just 
the way we were. Once we stopped looking 
for all the puzzles we saw her. Our gift. Our 
most beautiful gift. An indescribable babble 
of emotions fills my heart when I think of 
her. She’s the most wonderful present I 
could ever have imagined. Every day I look 
in wonder and fascination at this new little 
being of our family. 

When we first found out I was pregnant 
my husband surprised me with a rocking 
chair for nursing our daughter in. It was 
perfect. A fairy tale wooden chair that 
rocked through many long nights and 
days, while I tried to nurse and get our 
baby to sleep. Then as she grew up the 
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chair became her play toy. Fluffy toys went 
for rides as she rocked them into fluffy 
messes. She rocked and played on that 
chair so much that its little leg started to 
break. We oiled it, fixed it every time. Until 
with too much use it eventually fell apart. 
After our move it was put in the corner of 
the room, a heap of wood, waiting. 

As I watch him in the half light in the 
bathroom, my list includes “how I miss 
those unexpected gifts when you first go 
out with someone”. They might be less 
meaningful but at the end of the day what 
all gifts have in common is this, I thought 
about you enough to act on it.  I miss that. 
Feeling felt. Then I see the chair. 

Two weeks ago we found out we were 
pregnant again. My husband and daughter 
went out one Saturday morning and came 
back with a “surprise”. The rocking chair, 
fixed, painted, with a new comfortable 
cushion added. 

He turns off the bathroom light, climbs 
into bed and asks me if everything’s alright.

Yes, great.
The rocking chair sits once again, proud, 

strong, ready. 


